November 15, 2021
The Honourable Suzanne Duncan
Chief Justice
Supreme Court of Yukon
The Law Courts
P.O. Box 2703
2134 Second Avenue
Fourth Floor, Judge’s Chambers
Whitehorse, Yukon
Y1A 5H6
BY EMAIL
Dear Chief Justice,
Re: Canadian Institute for Advanced Legal Studies – Scholarships 2022 - 2023
I am writing you in my capacity as President of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Legal Studies. As
you may recall, the Institute sponsors scholarships to provide recent graduates from Canadian law
schools with an excellent opportunity to pursue graduate studies abroad. The Institute’s scholarship
program continues despite the challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic. Attached is information
concerning The Right Honourable Paul Martin Sr. Scholarship and the Paul-André Crépeau Scholarship,
formerly known as the French Language Scholarship.
The Right Honourable Paul Martin Sr. Scholarship is awarded for study in the LLM Program at the
University of Cambridge. This scholarship is co-funded with the Cambridge Commonwealth European &
International Trust, which is the principal channel for scholarship programs at the University. Each year
it awards scholarships to a number of postgraduate Canadian applicants, including our joint scholarship
for LLM students.
The Paul-André Crépeau Scholarship, previously the French Language Scholarship, is awarded for
advanced legal studies leading to the equivalent of a master’s or doctoral degree study in the French
language outside Canada. In addition to renaming the scholarship after the distinguished professor and
legal scholar Paul-André Crépeau, the scholarship’s eligibility criteria have been expanded to also allow
for a one-year stay within the scope of a doctoral program jointly supervised with a French language
university outside Canada. This broadening of the scholarship criteria allows for applicants planning to
study in joint doctoral programs offered by French language universities in Canada to be considered for
the award.
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Your office has been very kind to assist in bringing these scholarships to the attention of potential
applicants in the past and we would appreciate it if you would once again post the attached bulletins
such that those eligible will be apprised of the scholarship and the application details and deadline. In
the event you are aware of individuals that might be interested in applying, please encourage them to
do so.
Please note the deadline for applications for the 2022-2023 academic year is December 31, 2021.
If you would like to obtain more information about the Institute’s scholarships, you may contact the
Institute’s Vice President and Secretary, Anne Thomas, at 416-429-3292.
I extend my thanks in advance for your assistance in this matter.

Yours very truly,

Guy J. Pratte
President
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